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Say the soul mantra
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Alignment of 
centres for flow of 
Intelligence 
Treatise on Cosmic Fire p1123
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Alignment of 
centres for 
flow of Love 
Treatise on Cosmic 
Fire p1123
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Just beyond the pool, a hidden path leads to a cosy and serene corner. A few chairs or a bench 
and a small fountain containing supercharged vitalising water, perfumed by a single floating 
lotus,  create the perfect spot for an informal sharing of one’s difficulties or words of wisdom..
Inhale the perfume of the flowers imbuing and permeating the air. Everything in this garden 

quivers with livingness…
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Regulus

The influences of Sirius… are focussed 
in Regulus, which is …a star of the first 
magnitude and which is frequently 
called "the heart of the Lion."

Esoteric Astrology p300

Regulus

August, which is ruled by 
Leo, is the month of the 
Dog-star, or of Sirius, 
which thus brings Sirius 
into close relation to Leo.

Leo, in the cosmic sense 
(and apart from our 
solar system altogether) 
is ruled by Sirius.

Esoteric Astrology p299
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“The Sirian Logos is to our Solar 
Logos what the human Ego (or soul) 
is to the human personality.

Treatise on Cosmic Fire p592



There is a relationship of very ancient date between 

our Lord of the World, Sanat Kumara, and the Lord of
Sirius, and 
this exists in spite of the fact that our planet is not a 
sacred planet.” Rays & Initiations p414
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Sirius, so 
important a 
factor in the 
spiritual life of 
the planet, 
brings its energies 
to bear direct 
upon the 
Hierarchy, ( the heart 
centre of our Planetary Logos) 
Discipleship in the New Age Vol II 
p520
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The Heart of the 
Sun 

The Hierarchy

Rays & Initiations p414

Sirius
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The entire work 
of the Great 
White Lodge is 
controlled from 
Sirius; 
Rays & Initiations p415
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From suriyaphoto

The bulk of 
liberated 
humanity 
goes this 
way (i.e. the 
4th cosmic path 
to Sirius ) 
Initiation Human & Solar p188 









walldorado.com

So in our creative imagination, let us see Master D.K. at the summit 
of  our lighthouse,  symbol of our unified soul group, showering  our  
group heart with the magnetic and radiant cosmic Ray of Love from 
Sirius…. Thus, firing up the principle of Buddhi or pure Love within 
our hearts….

bathing our garden with the will-to-love …

quickening the principle of buddhi, of cosmic love at the heart of 
every atom of every blade of grass, flower, bush, tree, or of every 
atom of water or air of our garden with the “ sunshine of the major 
Sun” Sirius …



This divine  principle represents an 
aspect of the influence which Sirius 
exerts 
on our solar system and 
particularly on our planet.  

Rays & Initiations p416

The Sirian Law of Freedom is a 
“unique and mysterious law  (which) governs 
the Life and the Lives upon Sirius”

Rays & Initiations p417
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Let’s use our creative imagination to picture  
our whole  garden releasing tiny luminous 
bubbles like a cloud of golden dust sparkling 
and shimmering in response to D.K.’s power of 
Love and the Sirian will-to-good …

Let’s take a moment to feel the rhythm of our  
group breath as we breathe in and out the 
glitter of the light of the will to love…

Let us feel the rhythm of our hearts pulsating 
as one in unison with The One. 



walldorado.com

As we continue to breathe in the airy jewels, our hearts ignited 
with the fiery and radiant Sirian will-to-good, let’s offer the 
energies of Love and divine indifference  gathered in the chalice 
of our garden in service to our fellow companions on earth…





To the Christ,  the Sirian 
initiate, the Perfect One, 
the Head of Hierarchy, 

to the community of 
souls, our White 
Lodge, Hierarchy

Visualise a triangle 
of fiery Love from 
the Heart of the 
Sun 
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Our soul 
group
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Group Crown 
Chakra

Group AjnaGroup Alta 
Major
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Adaptation of  Rule Two 
Esoteric Healing p581
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